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through rose-coloured spectacles. But though the era set
many good standards, this tendency was overdone, and its
examples tend to stereotype Chinese life.1 Nor was the
treatment of the people by the Chou much better than
that of the earlier dynasties. Forced labour and conscrip-
tion bore heavily on them. In the sixth century b.c. an
essayist, Lu, proposes money payment for all crimes, but
the letter rather than the spirit of this law ruled in Chinese
courts and elsewhere. Literary honours were often sold by
corrupt officials, with the offices that went with them. The
spirit of reverence for ancestors also led to the horrible
practice of burying numbers of concubines and servants
alive, and in 621 b.c. 177 persons were so immolated with
the dead body of Duke Mu. An Ode of the era expresses the
P
eople's horror, but the evil practice went on for centuries,
n the sixth century the poor were taxed as much as one-fifth
of the produce of the land, and violence and corruption
continued till the Chou Dynasty went down in ruin.
On the other hand we must note that a mint was
established in 1103 b.c., minting bronze coins with a
square hole in the centre. China shares with India and
Lydia the honour of the invention of coins, and in the
seventh century she made salt, which has played so great
a part in her history. As we have seen, the education of
the upper classes throve: but knowledge remained their
prerogative and the peasantry were neglected. 'Ritual
does not reach down to the masses,'nor does the penal code
reach up to the lords', is a saying applied by Dr. Wilhelm
to this age; and the splendour of all ancient dynasties is
dimmed by the dumb pain of the mass of their subjects:
always hungry and always taxed to support the rich, yet
not unhappy in their unremitting toil, protected by their
guilds from too great oppression, and finding relief in
song and drama and dance.
That the poor were not always without a voice in China
1 'Its conventionality restricted human ingenuity and its literary canons set
various boundaries to individual expression,* says King Chu, a former minister
of education.

